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Preface Audience This guide is for the networking professional using the Cisco IOS command-line interface (CLI) to manage Cisco Aironet access points and bridges that run Cisco IOS software. Before using this guide, you should have experience working with Cisco IOS commands and access point and bridge software features; you also need to be familiar with the concepts and terminology of Ethernet and local area networking.



Purpose This guide provides information about new and revised Cisco IOS commands. For information about the standard Cisco IOS commands, refer to the IOS documentation set available from the Cisco.com home page by selecting Service and Support > Technical Documents. On the Cisco Product Documentation home page, select Release 12.4 from the Cisco IOS Software drop-down list. This guide does not provide procedures for configuring your access point or bridge. For detailed configuration procedures, refer to the Cisco IOS Software Configuration Guide for Cisco Aironet Access Points, the Cisco Aironet 1300 Series Outdoor Access Point/ Bridge Software Configuration Guide, or the Cisco Aironet 1400 Series Bridge Software Configuration Guide for this release.



Organization This guide is organized into these sections: Chapter 1, “Using the Command-Line Interface,” describes how to access the command modes and use the command-line interface (CLI) to configure software features. Chapter 2, “Cisco IOS Commands for Access Points and Bridges,” describes in alphabetical order the Cisco IOS commands that you use to configure and monitor your access point or bridge. Appendix A, “List of Supported Cisco IOS Commands,” lists the Cisco IOS commands that access points and bridges support. Cisco IOS commands that are not in this list have not been tested on access points and bridges and might not be supported.
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Preface Conventions



Conventions This publication uses these conventions to convey instructions and information: Command descriptions use these conventions: •



Commands and keywords are in boldface text.



•



Arguments for which you supply values are in italic.



•



Square brackets ([ ]) means optional elements.



•



Braces ({ }) group required choices, and vertical bars ( | ) separate the alternative elements.



•



Braces and vertical bars within square brackets ([{ | }]) mean a required choice within an optional element.



Notes, cautions, and warnings use these conventions and symbols:



Note



Caution



Warning



Means reader take note. Notes contain helpful suggestions or references to materials not contained in this manual.



Means reader be careful. In this situation, you might do something that could result in equipment damage or loss of data.



The warning symbol means danger. You are in a situation that could cause bodily injury. Before you work on any equipment, be aware of the hazards involved with electrical circuitry and be familiar with standard practices for preventing accidents.



Related Publications These documents provide complete information about the access point and are available from this Cisco.com site: http://www.cisco.com/cisco/web/support/index.html •



Cisco IOS Software Configuration Guide for Cisco Aironet Access Points, Cisco IOS Release 12.4(3g)JA & 12.3(8)JEB and the Cisco Aironet 1400 Series Bridge Software Configuration Guide describe major product features and how to install and configure access points and bridges.



•



Quick Start Guide: Cisco Aironet 1100 Series Access Point; Quick Start Guide: Cisco Aironet 1100 Series Access Points; Quick Start Guide: Cisco Aironet 350 Series Access Points; and Quick Start Guide: 1400 Series Bridges describe how to attach cables, mount the access point or bridge, and how to obtain product documentation. A quick start guide is included in the shipping box with your access point or bridge.



•



Release Notes for Cisco Aironet Access Points; Cisco IOS Release 12.4(3g)JA; Release Notes for Cisco Aironet Access Points: Cisco IOS Release 12.3(8)JEB, and Release Notes for Cisco Aironet 1400 Series Bridges describe features, important notes, and caveats for access points and bridges running this release.
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Preface Obtaining Documentation, Obtaining Support, and Security Guidelines



Obtaining Documentation, Obtaining Support, and Security Guidelines For information on obtaining documentation, obtaining support, providing documentation feedback, security guidelines, and also recommended aliases and general Cisco documents, see the monthly What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation, which also lists all new and revised Cisco technical documentation, at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html
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Using the Command-Line Interface This chapter describes how to use the Cisco IOS command-line interface (CLI) for configuring software features on your access point or bridge. For a complete description of the new and revised Cisco IOS commands supported by access points and bridges, see Appendix A, “List of Supported Cisco IOS Commands.” For more information on Cisco IOS commands, refer to the Cisco IOS Release 12.3 Command Summary. For task-oriented configuration steps, refer to the Cisco IOS Software Configuration Guide for Cisco Aironet Access Points or the Cisco Aironet 1400 Series Wireless Bridge Software Configuration Guide.



Type of Memory The access point and bridge Flash memory stores the Cisco IOS software image, the startup configuration file, and helper files.



CLI Command Modes This section describes the CLI command mode structure. Command modes support specific Cisco IOS commands. For example, the interface interface-id command works only when entered in global configuration mode. These are the main command modes for access points and bridges: •



User EXEC



•



Privileged EXEC



•



Global configuration



•



Interface configuration



Table 1-1 lists the main command modes, how to access each mode, the prompt you see in that mode, and how to exit that mode. The prompts listed use the default name ap.
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Using the Command-Line Interface



CLI Command Modes



Table 1-1



Command Modes Summary



Command Mode



Access Method



Prompt



Exit



User EXEC



This is the first level of access.



AP>



Enter the logout command.



Change terminal settings, perform basic tasks, and list system information. Privileged EXEC



From user EXEC mode, enter the AP# enable command.



To exit to user EXEC mode, enter the disable command.



Global configuration



From privileged EXEC mode, enter the configure command.



To exit to privileged EXEC mode, enter the exit or end command, or press Ctrl-Z.



Interface configuration



From global configuration mode, AP(config-if)# specify terminal then specify an interface by entering the interface command followed by the interface type and number.



AP(config)#



To exit to privileged EXEC mode, enter the end command, or press Ctrl-Z. To exit to global configuration mode, enter the exit command.



User EXEC Mode After you access the device, you are automatically in user EXEC command mode. The EXEC commands available at the user level are a subset of those available at the privileged level. In general, use the EXEC commands to temporarily change terminal settings, perform basic tests, and list system information. The supported commands can vary depending on the version of Cisco IOS software in use. To view a comprehensive list of commands, enter a question mark (?) at the prompt. AP> ?



Privileged EXEC Mode Because many of the privileged commands configure operating parameters, privileged access should be password-protected to prevent unauthorized use. The privileged command set includes those commands contained in user EXEC mode, as well as the configure privileged EXEC command through which you access the remaining command modes. If your system administrator has set a password, you are prompted to enter it before being granted access to privileged EXEC mode. The password does not appear on the screen and is case sensitive. The privileged EXEC mode prompt is the device name followed by the pound sign (#): AP#



Enter the enable command to access privileged EXEC mode: AP> enable AP#
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The supported commands can vary depending on the version of Cisco IOS software in use. To view a comprehensive list of commands, enter a question mark (?) at the prompt. AP# ?



To return to user EXEC mode, enter the disable privileged EXEC command.



Global Configuration Mode Global configuration commands apply to features that affect the device as a whole. Use the configure privileged EXEC command to enter global configuration mode. The default is to enter commands from the management console. When you enter the configure command, a message prompts you for the source of the configuration commands: AP# configure Configuring from terminal, memory, or network [terminal]?



You can specify the terminal or memory as the source of configuration commands. This example shows you how to access global configuration mode: AP# configure terminal Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z. AP(config)#



The supported commands can vary depending on the version of Cisco IOS software in use. To view a comprehensive list of commands, enter a question mark (?) at the prompt: AP(config)# ?



To exit global configuration command mode and to return to privileged EXEC mode, enter the end or exit command, or press Ctrl-Z.



Interface Configuration Mode Interface configuration commands modify the operation of the interface. Interface configuration commands always follow a global configuration command, which defines the interface type. Use the interface interface-id command to access interface configuration mode. The new prompt means interface configuration mode: AP(config-if)#



The supported commands can vary depending on the version of Cisco IOS software in use. To view a comprehensive list of commands, enter a question mark (?) at the prompt: AP(config-if)# ?



To exit interface configuration mode and to return to global configuration mode, enter the exit command. To exit interface configuration mode and to return to privileged EXEC mode, enter the end command, or press Ctrl-Z.
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Cisco IOS Commands for Access Points and Bridges This chapter lists and describes Cisco IOS commands in Cisco IOS Release 12.4(3g)JA and 12.3(8JEB) that you use to configure and manage your access point, bridge, and wireless LAN. The commands are listed alphabetically. Refer to Appendix A, “List of Supported Cisco IOS Commands,” for a complete list of Cisco IOS commands supported by access points and bridges.
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Cisco IOS Commands for Access Points and Bridges



aaa authentication login default local cache



aaa authentication login default local cache To set a local login cache for authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) authentication, use the aaa authentication login default local cache command in global configuration mode. To disable the local login cache, use the no form of this command: [no] aaa authentication login default local cache [word | radius | tacacs+]



Syntax Description



word



Character string used to name the local login cache used for AAA authentication login.



radius



(Optional) Specifies the RADIUS host used for the AAA authentication login.



tacacs+



(Optional) Specifies the TACACS+ host used for the AAA authentication login.



Command Default



There is no default for this command.



Command Modes



Global configuration



Command History



Release



Modification



12.3(7)JA



This command was introduced.



Examples



The following example creates a local cache for an AAA authentication list called tac_admin set as the default list used for all login authentications. This authentication checks the local cache first, and if the information is not available, the authentication server (group tac_admin) is contacted and the information is also stored in the local cache. AP(config)# aaa authentication login default cache tac_admin group tac_admin



Related Commands



Command



Description



aaa authorization exec default local cache



Sets the local cache for AAA exec authorization



aaa cache profile



Sets the AAA cache profile name



aaa group server



Sets the AAA group server name



cache authorization profile



Sets the cache authorization profile name



cache expiry



Sets the expiration time for the local cache



server



Sets the IP address for the server
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Cisco IOS Commands for Access Points and Bridges aaa authorization exec default local cache



aaa authorization exec default local cache To set a local cache for AAA exec authorization, use the aaa authorization exec default local cache command in global configuration mode. To disable the local cache, use the no form of this command: [no] aaa authorization exec default local cache [word| radius | tacacs+]



Syntax Description



word



Character string used to name the local cache for exec AAA authorization.



radius



(Optional) Specifies the RADIUS server used for the exec AAA authorization.



tacacs+



(Optional) Specifies the TACACS+ server used for the exec AAA authorization.



Command Default



There is no default for this command.



Command Modes



Global configuration



Command History



Release



Modification



12.3(7)JA



This command was introduced.



Examples



The following example creates a local exec mode cache for an AAA authorization list called tac_admin set as the default list used for all login authorizations. This authorization checks the local cache first, and if the information is not available, the authorization server (group tac_admin) is contacted and the information is also stored in the local cache. AP(config)# aaa authorization exec default cache tac_admin group tac_admin



Related Commands



Command



Description



aaa authentication login default local cache



Sets local cache for AAA authentication login



aaa cache profile



Sets the AAA cache profile name



aaa group server



Sets the AAA group server name



cache authentication profile



Sets the cache authentication profile name



cache expiry



Sets the expiration time for the local cache



server



Sets the IP address for the server
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aaa cache profile



aaa cache profile To set storage rules for the AAA cache, use the aaa cache profile command in global configuration mode. To disable the AAA cache profile, use the no form of this command: [no] aaa cache profile name [no] profile exact match [no-auth] [no] regexp match expression [any | only] [no-auth] [no] all [no-auth]



Syntax Description



name



Character string used to name the AAA cache profile.



profile exact match



Specifies a username that must exactly match the AAA server response before the information is saved in the cache.



no-auth



Specifies that password authentication is not performed.



regexp match expression Specifies a regular expression that must match the AAA server response before the information is included in the cache. Note



This option is not recommended because it can require extensive processing time.



any



Specifies that any AAA server response that matches regexp match expression is saved in the cache.



only



Specifies that only 1 AAA server response that matches regexp match expression is saved in the cache.



all



Specifies that all AAA server responses are saved in the cache.



Command Default



There is no default for this command.



Command Modes



Global configuration



Command History



Release



Modification



12.3(7)JA



This command was introduced.



Examples



The following example sets a name of admin_cache for the AAA cache profile and only stores AAA server responses with the username administrator in the cache. AP(config)# aaa cache admin_cache AP(config-profile-map)# profile administrator
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Related Commands



Command



Description



aaa authentication login default local cache



Sets local cache for AAA authentication login



aaa authentication login default local cache



Sets local cache for AAA authentication login



aaa group server



Sets the AAA group server name



cache authentication profile



Sets the cache authentication profile name



cache authorization profile



Sets the cache authorization profile name



cache expiry



Sets the expiration time for the local cache



server



Sets the IP address for the server
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aaa pod server



aaa pod server To enable inbound user sessions to be disconnected when specific session attributes are presented, use the aaa pod server global configuration command. To disable this feature, use the no form of this command. Packet of Disconnect (POD) consists of a method of terminating a session that has already been connected. The POD is a RADIUS disconnect_request packet and is intended to be used in situations where the authenticating agent server wants to disconnect the user after the session has been accepted by the RADIUS access_accept packet. aaa pod server { auth-type [all | any | session-key] | clients IP-address | ignore [server-key | session-key] | port number | server-key string} no aaa pod server



Syntax Description



auth-type



(Optional) Specifies the type of authorization required for disconnecting sessions. For 802.11 sessions, the Calling-Station-ID [31] RADIUS attribute must be supplied in the POD request. This is the MAC address of the client. No other attributes are used; therefore all and any have the same effect. Note session-key is not supported for 802.11 sessions.



any



(Optional) Specifies that the session that matches all attributes sent in the POD packets are disconnected. The POD packet can contain one or more of four key attributes (user-name, framed-IP-address, session-ID, and session-key). (Optional) Only a session that matches all four key attributes is disconnected. All is the default. (Optional) Specifies the IP addresses for up to four RADIUS servers that may be nominated as clients. If this configuration is present and a POD request originates from a device that is not on the list, it is rejected. (Optional) When set to server-key, the shared secret is not validated when a POD request is received. (Optional) Specifies the unsolicited data packet (UDP) port on which the access point listens for packet of disconnect (POD) requests. If no port is specified, the default 1700 port is used. (Optional) Specifies that the session that has a matching session-key attribute is disconnected. All other attributes are ignored. Note This option is not supported for 802.11 sessions.



all clients address



ignore port number



session-key



server-key string



Configures the secret text string that is shared between the network access server and the client workstation. This secret string must be the same on both systems.
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Defaults



The POD server function is disabled.



Command Modes



Global configuration



Command History



Release



Modification



12.1(3)T



This command was introduced.



12.3(8)JA



The clients and ignore keywords were added.



Usage Guidelines



Related Commands



For a session to be disconnected, the values in one or more of the key fields in the POD request must match the values for a session on one of the network access server ports. Which values must match depends on the auth-type attribute defined in the command. If no auth-type is specified, all four values must match. If no match is found, all connections remain intact and an error response is returned. The key fields are as follows: •



User-Name



•



Framed-IP-Address



•



Session-Id



•



Server-Key



Command



Description



aaa authentication



Enables authentication.



aaa accounting



Enables accounting records.



aaa accounting delay-start



Delays generation of the start accounting record until the user IP address is established.



debug aaa pod



Displays debug messages related to POD packets.



radius-server host



Identifies a RADIUS host.
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accounting (SSID configuration mode)



accounting (SSID configuration mode) Use the accounting SSID configuration mode command to enable RADIUS accounting for the radio interface (for the specified SSID). Use the no form of the command to disable accounting. [no] accounting list-name



Syntax Description



list-name



Defaults



This command has no defaults.



Command Modes



SSID configuration interface



Command History



Release



Modification



12.2(4)JA



This command was introduced.



Specifies the name of an accounting list.



Usage Guidelines



You create accounting lists using the aaa accounting command. These lists indirectly reference the server where the accounting information is stored.



Examples



This example shows how to enable RADIUS accounting and set the RADIUS server name: AP(config-if-ssid)# accounting radius1



This example shows how to disable RADIUS accounting: AP(config-if-ssid)# no accounting



Related Commands



Command



Description



ssid



Specifies the SSID and enters the SSID configuration mode
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admission-control (QOS Class interface configuration mode) Use the admission-control QOS Class interface configuration mode command to require call admission control (CAC) traffic for a radio interface. Use the no form of the command to remove the setting. [no] admission-control



Note



This command is not supported on c1200 and c1100 platforms.



Note



This command is not supported when operating in repeater mode.



Syntax Description



This command has no arguments or keywords.



Defaults



This command has no defaults.



Command Modes



QOS Class interface configuration mode



Command History



Release



Modification



12.3(8)JA



This command was introduced.



Examples



This example shows how to configure CAC admission control as a requirement for the radio interface: AP(config)# interface dot11radio 0 AP(config-if)# dot11 qos class voice AP(config-if-qosclass)# admission-control



This example shows how to remove the CAC admission control requirement on the radio interface: AP(config-if-qosclass)# no admission-control



Related Commands



Command



Description



admit-traffic (QOS Class interface Specifies that CAC traffic is enabled for the radio interface. configuration mode) cw-max (QOS Class interface configuration mode)



Specifies the CAC maximum contention window size for the radio interface.



cw-min (QOS Class interface configuration mode)



Specifies the CAC minimum contention window size for the radio interface.
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admission-control (QOS Class interface configuration mode)



Command



Description



fixed-slot (QOS Class interface configuration mode)



Specifies the CAC fixed fallback slot time for the radio interface.



transmit-op (QOS Class interface configuration mode)



Specifies the CAC transmit opportunity time for the radio interface.
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Cisco IOS Commands for Access Points and Bridges admit-traffic (SSID configuration mode)



admit-traffic (SSID configuration mode) Use the admit-traffic SSID configuration mode command to enable or disable call admission control (CAC) traffic for an SSID. Use the no form of the command to disable all CAC traffic for the SSID. [no] admit-traffic



Note



This command is not supported when operating in repeater mode.



Syntax Description



This command has no arguments or keywords.



Defaults



By default, the admission control is disabled on all SSIDs.



Command Modes



SSID configuration mode



Command History



Release



Modification



12.3(8)JA



This command was introduced.



Examples



This example shows how to enable CAC traffic support for the test SSID: AP(config)# dot11 ssid test AP(config-ssid)# admit-traffic



This example shows how to disable CAC traffic on the test SSID: AP(config)# dot11 ssid test AP(config-ssid)# no admit-traffic



Related Commands



Command



Description



admit-traffic (QOS Class Configures CAC admission control on the access point. interface configuration mode) show dot11 cac



Displays admission control information on the access point.



traffic-stream



Configures CAC traffic data rates and priorities on the access point.



debug cac



Provides debug information for CAC admission control on the access point.
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admit-traffic (QOS Class interface configuration mode)



admit-traffic (QOS Class interface configuration mode) Use the admit-traffic QOS Class interface configuration mode command to enable CAC traffic for a radio interface. Use the no form of the command to disable all CAC traffic for the access point. admit-traffic {narrowband | signaling} {infinite | max-channel percent} [roam-channel roam] no admit-traffic



Note



Syntax Description



This command is not supported when operating in repeater mode.



narrowband



Specifies that narrowband codecs are allowed on the radio interface.



signaling



Specifies that signaling only is allowed on the radio interface.



infinite



Specifies unlimited channel utilization is allowed for the CAC traffic on the radio interface.



max-channel percent



Specifies the maximum percentage (1 to 100) of channel utilization allowed for CAC traffic on the radio interface.



roam-channel roam



Specifies the maximum percentage (1 to 100) of channel utilization that is reserved for roaming CAC traffic on the radio interface.



Defaults



This command has no defaults.



Command Modes



QOS Class interface configuration mode



Command History



Release



Modification



12.3(8)JA



This command was introduced.



Examples



This example shows how to configure CAC voice traffic parameters for the radio interface: AP(config)# interface dot11radio 0 AP(config-if)# dot11 qos class voice AP(config-if-qosclass)# narrowband max-channel 30 roam-channel 10 channel-min 10



This example shows how to disable CAC traffic on the radio interface: AP(config-if-qosclass)# no admin-traffic



Related Commands



Command



Description



admit-traffic (SSID interface configuration mode)



Enables CAC admission control for an SSID on the access point.



show dot11 cac



Displays admission control information for the access point.
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Command



Description



traffic-stream



Configures CAC traffic data rates and priorities for a radio interface on the access point.



debug cac



Provides CAC admission control debugging information for on the access point.



anonymous-id (dot1x credentials configuration mode) Use the anonymous-id dot1x credentials configuration mode command to configure an anonymous username for the dot1x credentials. Use the no form of the command to disable anonymous-id. [no] anonymous-id name



Syntax Description



name



Defaults



This command has no defaults.



Command Modes



SSID configuration interface



Command History



Release



Modification



12.3(8)JA



This command was introduced.



Examples



Specifies the anonymous username for the dot1x credentials.



This example shows how to configure a dot1x certificate anonymous username: AP(config-dot1x-creden)# anonymous-id user1



This example shows how to disable the anonymous username: AP(config-dot1x-creden)# no anonymous-id



Related Commands



Command



Description



dot1x credentials



Configures the dot1x credentials on the access point.



show dot1x credentials



Displays the configured dot1x credentials on the access point.
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antenna



antenna Use the antenna configuration interface command to configure the radio receive or transmit antenna settings. Use the no form of this command to reset the receive antenna to defaults. [no] antenna {gain gain | {receive | transmit {diversity | left | middle | right}}}



Syntax Description



gain gain



Specifies the resultant gain of the antenna attached to the device. Enter a value from –128 to 128 dB. If necessary, you can use a decimal in the value, such as 1.5. Note



This setting does not affect the behavior of the wireless device; it only informs the WLSE on your network of the device’s antenna gain.



receive



Specifies the antenna that the access uses to receive radio signals



transmit



Specifies the antenna that the access uses to transmit radio signals



diversity



Specifies the antenna with the best signal



left



Specifies the left antenna



middle



Specifies the middle antenna for devices so equipped



right



Specifies the right antenna



Defaults



The default antenna configuration is diversity.



Command Modes



Configuration interface



Command History



Release



Modification



12.2(4)JA



This command was introduced.



Examples



This example shows how to specify the right receive antenna option: AP(config-if)# antenna receive right



This example shows how to set the receive antenna option to defaults: AP(config-if)# no antenna receive



This example shows how to enter an antenna gain setting: AP(config-if)# antenna gain 1.5
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Related Commands



Command



Description



power local



Configures the radio power level



show running-config



Displays the current access point operating configuration



ampdu Use the ampdu command to allow or disallow the use of 802.11n AMPDU aggregation for a particular class of service. The command should be used on classes of service that have considerable traffic (such as best effort or video) where the packets are transmitted close together in time so that they can be aggregated. The command applies only to the 802.11n radio interfaces. Use the no form of this command to disable a transmit priority. To disable AMPDU, you must disable it for each transmit priority. [no] ampdu {transmit | {priority |0-7|}



Syntax Description



ampdu transmit priority [0-7]



Assigns a class of service transmit priority to the selected 802.11n radio interface as follows: •



Best Effort (0)



•



Background (1)



•



Spare (2)



•



Excellent (3)



•



Control Lead (4)



•



Video 
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